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Discussion

Throughout this course, many opportunities are available to post an initial response to a Discussion topic as well as to respond to your classmate’s responses. After you have completed the reading, post your initial response to the following Discussion. Your post should be at least 200–250 words in length and should extend the discussion of the group supported by your course materials and/or other appropriate resources. After you have submitted your initial post, review some of your classmate’s posts and respond to at least 2 of your classmates. Refer to your Discussion Board Rubric in your Syllabus for specific grading requirements. 
Professionals recognize the importance of staying current in their field. This means that they learn of new practices and research findings through the reading of professional journals and research articles. To practice thinking like a professional in your chosen field of study (ABA, child development, or substance abuse), conduct research to determine which professional and research journals might be useful to you as a professional. Remember to begin with the American Psychological Association http://www.apa.org. Find at least two professional journals (one must be from the APA) and use the Kaplan University Library PsychARTICLES to find two other research journals and address the following on the Discussion Board.
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What two professional and two research journals did you find that directly relate to your field of study? List them and give a short summary of the focus of the journals. 

My general theme is family…and I thought it would be interesting to seek out journals and articles to better understand children and families. I find this topic quite fascinating because it seems that a well-balanced family is something of the past, or at the very least, no longer the norm. My two professional APA journals are “Journal of Family Psychology” and “Developmental Psychology.” My two research journals are from the Kaplan University Library PSYArticles, and they are “Family Matters” and “American Journal of Family Therapy”

Journal of Family Psychology, Sibling Relationships Contribute to Individual and Family Well-Being (by Laurie F. Kramer and Lew Bank) is about the roles siblings play in a normal functioning family. 

Developmental Psychology (by Mark A. Sabbagh and Melissa A. Koenig) main focus is to discuss and elaborate on children’s social learning.

Family Matters (by publisher Australian Institute of Family Studies) is really centered on everything that relates to family studies.

American Journal of Family Therapy (by publisher Routledge) contains materials for professionals about family therapy.
Read one research article from one of the chosen journals and provide a summary and explanation of how a professional would use the results in practice. 
The article I have chosen is Families make all the difference Helping kids to grow and learn from the Family Matters journal (prepared by Jennifer Baxter, Daryl Higgins and Alan Hayes). Even though the article focuses mainly on Australian families, the data collected could be quite valid to many families in general. The article elaborates on the concept that families make all the difference in the world when it comes to raising kids successfully. It talks about many topics, from breast milk (for infants), to introducing children to healthy diets with fruits and vegetables. Topics like good sleep and exercise are also touched on. The fact sheet basically contains many of the elements to help children learn and grow. But more importantly, it contains charts and graphs with statistics. The statistics consist of compiled data like how often a child and an adult have played outdoors together; and, did parents help children with difficult homework and how well the child did in school. I particularly found the bar graph charting whether boys and girls liked spending time with their mothers and fathers pretty interesting. I think professionals could easily use the information in this article to design further studies in strengthening the family unit, which is really the most valid part of this study…and future studies I would hope. 

Describe obstacles that working professionals might have with staying current in their field of practice. How will you use research in your future practice? 
A few things would contribute to staying current within your field of expertise. One, is seeking credibility amongst the large amount of available information that is out there; sticking with journals and credible authors will help sort through all of this. And two, is time. Time is probably our most precious commodity; mainly because it is limited. If you really want to be good in your field, you need to set aside time almost every day to read trade manuals, science/medical journals, and seek out other education…always trying to update what you know. In this day and age of an ever changing, fast-paced society (usually driven by technology), if you’re not dedicated and trying to always educate yourself, you’re falling behind. I will use research to expand my knowledge base…in hopes to always be informed.

Baxter, Jennifer, & Higgins, Daryl, & Hayes, Alan. (2012). Families make all the difference Helping kids to grow and learn. Family Matters, Issue 90, p98-105. 
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I find the ABA association to autism to actually be quite useful as a tool for therapy. Think of it like this, how else are you going to determine what treatments may or may not work unless you do a behavior analysis of the subject or patient? If you look at the common behaviors that children with autism have (like sudden outbursts, or not wanting to play with other kids), an ABA study could be quite useful in determining particular therapies that would work for that particular child. I know that many autistic children are considered unique (that is, what causes their behavior can be unique), so starting with an ABA only seems logical. Take a look at this article for further information: http://www.webmd.com/brain/autism/autism-therapies-aba-rdi-and-sensory-therapies

Something that is quite strange, did you know more and more children are being born with autism? Pretty scary...because we really don't know why.
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You’re right, prescription pills are not only addictive, but also pose national threats to our society, just because of the large amounts of drugs that are being pumped out into our country. Not a single day goes by that you don’t see some commercial advertising a drug that you apparently need. It’s pretty sad really…a country of drug addicts; legal drug addicts. The worst part is that we are even condemning our children now to addiction. How many times have you heard of children taking pills to “even” them out? I always wonder could there have been an alternative treatment administered, especially for children. How do you think we should address our national dependency on prescription pills?
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